Mr. Elon Musk  
Owner  
Twitter, Inc.  
1335 Market St #900  
San Francisco, CA 94103

Dear Mr. Musk:

Committee on Oversight and Reform Republicans are investigating the Biden family’s pattern of influence peddling to enrich themselves and President Biden’s involvement in these schemes. As part of this investigation, Committee Republicans are reviewing the role Big Tech—including Twitter—played in supporting the Biden campaign in 2020 by suppressing certain stories implicating the Bidens. Following your recent acquisition of Twitter and pledge to make the social media platform a place “where a wide range of beliefs can be debated in a healthy manner,” we hope you will correct this error made by the company’s former leadership and provide Americans with transparency. To that end, we request Twitter provide information regarding its previous leaders’ decision to limit information that may have affected the 2020 election.

On April 20, 2022, we wrote Twitter’s then-Chief Executive Officer Parag Agrawal, requesting the company “preserve all documents and communications in Twitter’s custody referring or relating to the October 2020 New York Post article about Hunter Biden’s laptop.” The company’s former leadership did not respond to our letter. We believe open communication and access to information is a fundamental principle for any free people, and the American people deserve to know the reason Twitter suppressed or censored the Biden laptop story shortly before the 2020 election.
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Upon receiving a copy of Hunter Biden’s laptop hard drive, Committee Republicans were quickly able to verify the validity of its contents—something Twitter’s 7,500 employees were unable or unwilling to do. Subsequently, Committee Republicans have released compelling evidence that lays out dangerous implications regarding the Biden family’s questionable foreign business dealings. This includes evidence that the Biden family was directly involved in influence peddling and corruption, including the sale of U.S. natural gas to China. The allegations are serious and raise grave national security concerns.

Republicans on the Committee on Oversight and Reform urge you to reverse the pattern of censoring certain news and views. This includes ending the practice employed by Twitter’s previous leadership of prioritizing its own worldview over freedom of speech and information. Therefore, and in accordance with our April 20, 2022, document preservation letter sent to Twitter’s then-Chief Executive Officer Parag Agrawal, we request the following documents and information as soon as possible but no later than November 11, 2022:

1. All documents and communications to, from, between and among Twitter and Twitter employees related to the October 2020 New York Post articles on Hunter Biden’s laptop;
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2. All documents and communications between Twitter and the Federal Bureau of Investigation or any other U.S. law enforcement or intelligence agency regarding the Hunter Biden laptop story;

3. All documents and communications regarding the decision to censor or suppress the Hunter Biden laptop story on Twitter’s platform.

Thank you for your consideration of this important issue. To make arrangements to deliver documents of ask any related follow-up questions, please contact Committee on Oversight and Reform Republican Staff at (202) 225-5074. The Committee on Oversight and Reform is the principal oversight committee of the U.S. House of Representatives and has broad authority to investigate “any matter” at “any time” under House Rule X. Thank you in advance for your cooperation with this inquiry.

Sincerely,

James Comer
Ranking Member
Committee on Oversight and Reform

cc: The Honorable Carolyn Maloney, Chairwoman
Committee on Oversight and Reform